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ECONOMICS’ INTERFERENCES (IV) – TOPOLOGY 
 

1. General considerations 

It is somehow surprisingly that the topology has not yet roused the attention of Economics. Probably the 
most important obstacle in matter was some orthodox definitions of the two disciplines – Economics is a 
discipline of the processes, while Topology is a discipline of static configurations (the changes in topological 
configurations are also viewed as static, that is, outside any causality except the formal „causality”). In 
fact, things are not at all that way. Here are some considerations in support of this statement: 

a. as it is well known, a function of a system is always ensured by the structure of that system1. 
But, the structure is simply a configuration – including the spatial one, although it could be of 
many other kinds – so the connection of Economics with the Topology isn’t at all non-natural; 

b. the topological equivalence2 is not different, in its essence, from the economic equivalence – 
in Topology is conserved the neighbourhood against the spatial configuration changes, while 
in Economics is conserved a given parameter (for example, the total utility, modelled by 
indifference curves) against the changes in the economic choices; 

c. in the same formal, i.e. „physiologic”, way (although „somatically” or hylically in a different 
one) happens the behaviour of the objects3 in the two fields, that is, under a sui generis 
geodesic – the preserving of the convexity in Topology, respectively preserving the norms in 
Economics. 

2. Specific issues of Economics – Topology interferences 

The interferences between Economics and Topology must be examined both from the perspective of their 
shared phenomena and from the perspective of their non-shared phenomena. 

2.1. Shared phenomena in Economics and Topology 

(a)  the spatiality 

One of the most common phenomena shared by Economics and Topology is the spatialiy (of course, in the 
Euclidian space!). Both disciplines develop their rationality, inter alia, firstly from the point of view of the 
space. The economic market (production, distribution, selling, consumption) works into the space. 
Topological objects, in turn, change into space. So, a topological modelling of the economic process could 
be one of the most appropriate modelling, compared with the coarse current algebraic modelling. In 
addition, the convexity conditions which are put almost in all the economic decision models are 
compatible with the analogous conditions of convexity used in Topology. 

(b) the hubness 

Topology, especially when combined with networks, generates the interesting phenomenon of hubness – 
self-constituting of a positive feed-back of a node in the network, so this node attracts the majority of 
connections of the network (for example Google in the network of information searching engines). But the 
phenomenon of hubness is very common in Economics – for example the collusion or the legal monopolies 

                                                             
1 Of course, here intervenes also the relationships between the system and its environment, but, essentially, a function is the 
effect of the structure. 
2 See, for example the famous topological equivalence between the pretzel (and, generally, the tor) and the coffee cup. 
3 For a subject (for example, an observer) all the other subjects are objects. 
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or monopsonies in the economic market. So, the mathematical operators developed by Topology could 
be used to describe and explain the analogous phenomenon happening in the economic field. 

(c) the gravitation 

The issue of attractor (and of attractiveness) is also a common issue of Economics and Topology. An 
attractor is, as it is well known, a fixed point (or an invariant point) of the equation describing the dynamics 
of a system, where the module of first derivative of the equation is less than 1. So, the majority of possible 
trajectories of the given system will gravitate around that attractor. But the same happens in the economic 
field – an agglomeration of infrastructure inside a small territory will generate the reducing of the fixed 
costs and, as consequence, that territory will attract many economic agents (see, for example, the 
industrial platforms). So, such concentration phenomena are common for Topology and Economics and, 
again, the operational developments gained on the attractor in Topology could be useful in modelling the 
economic analogous phenomena4. 

(d) the invariants 

Maybe the strongest link between Topology and Economics is done by the concept of invariants. The 
topological equivalence means simply an invariance of a topological object (so, which still remains a 
topological object) face to a group of transformations. In an analogous way, in Economics we have the so-
called prime integrals which provide laws of invariants – in fact any prime integral which is identified is 
associated with a conservative law regarding the process described by that integral. Taking into account 
that a science (if it respects its name) should find nothing else than invariants of its processes and 
phenomena, it is curious that Economics paid by now so little attention to the topic of economic invariants. 
But, by connecting with Topology, this under-development from theoretical and methodological 
perspectives could be eradicated. 

2.2. Non-shared phenomena in Economics and Topology 

(a) In Topology we have not causality, any topological changes are generated only functionally (in 
the mathematical sense, here), while the economic process is driven by causality and, more than 
that, by teleology (final causality). So, some precaution must be considered. 

(b) In Topology we have to do with spatial transformation only, while in Economics, the spatiality is 
only one of the economic process dimensions (not the most relevant, however). So, again, we 
must pay attention to a tale quale import from Topology. 

3. Some final (desiderative) remarks 

The most important concept which could be „imported” from Topology into Economics seems to be the 
concept of invariant process/phenomenon. Acquiring of such a concept could lead to a new stage of 
Economics development towards its scientificity. 

The most important process which could be „imported” from Topology into Economics seems to be the 
process of hubness. Economists focused for a long time on the negative feed-backs, but the positive ones 
could be of the same importance if not of a more importance and significance. 

                                                             
4 To be mentioned that the Theory of Chaos has very strong developed the issues of attractor points vs. source points in the 
non-linear systems. It seems the chaotic behavior, the topological behavior, and the economic behavior have very much 
common features to be explored. 


